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General comment 
 

Interesting case 

 

I hope I understood all relevant facts and arguments 

 

An attempt at establishing, also empirically, existence and relevance 
of two-sidedness (run survey asking about diversion ratios and 
network effect) 

 

There was a discussion of both market sides (which is, incredibly, 
unusual) 

 

But it falls short of fully identifying and checking the implications of 
two-sidedness for the market definition and the assessment of 
unilateral effects 



Outline 

The finding that readers do not care about advertising in context  

 

Things that have been done but could have been done better (mkt 

definition, assessment of unilateral effects) 

 

Things that have not been done and could have been done 

(efficiencies from network effects) 

 

Welfare standards in two-sided markets (in the EU, in the US and 

in Norway) 



Newspapers as Two-Sided Platforms 
Newspapers‘ publishers sell content to readers and advertising 
slots to advertisers 

taking into account that 

advertisers care about the number of readers  

and that 

readers may be affected by the number of ads (or by advertising 
concentration) in the newspaper. 

In addition, advertisers cannot pass-through to the readers any 
increase in the advertising tariff paid to the publshers because 
there is no direct transaction between them (non-neutrality of the 
price structure as claimed by rochet and Tirole (2006)) 

 

Debated whether readers like or dislike ads 

 



Newspapers as Two-Sided Platforms 
Here it is found, through a survey, that readers are indifferent to 
advertisers. 

Consistent with Argentesi and Filistrucchi (2007) for Italy, Van 
Cayseele and Vanormelingen (2010) for Belgium and Fan(2013) for the 
US. 

It can be explained by targeting and avoidability 

Yet sometimes also claimed that more advertising (revenues) implies 
a higher ability to invest in quality and therefore implies higher 
quality of a newspaper 

This is an old but less common interpretation of the indirect network 
effect from advertisers to readers in the newspaper market. 

See, for instance,  Corden (1953) and Gabszewicz, Garella and 
Sonnac(2007).  

Probably less common because it requires that additional profits are 
reinvested in quality (similar to Schumpeterian debate on market 
power and innovation) 



Market definition - I 
The NCA was right in defining two markets 

It was right not to consider the two-sidedness of the market 

when defining the advertising market but the two-sidedness of 

the market should have been taken into account when defining 

the relevant readers market 

Indeed, a hypothetical monopolist would have taken into 

account that by raising the price to the readers it would loose 

not only readers but also advertisers 

Hence, its profit maximizing price increase (US HM test) might 

have been lower or a lower price increase (EU SSNIP test) 

might have been unprofitable 

Unfortunately the discussion seems to stop at diversion ratios 

 



Market definition - II 
One wonders whether the diversion ratios are significant 
enough for two products to be in the same relevant market.  

The SSNIP test  would provide an answer by using the profits 
of an hypothetical monopolist as an implicit  benchmark for the 
size of the diversion ratios.  

But to do a SSNIP we miss the profit margins and the size of 
the network effect from readers to advertisers. 

Also it is unclear why one should look at overlapping advertising 
(even more why the numbers should be confidential!?) 

If a firm advertises in both nespaper A and B, it does not mean 
that they are substitutes 

Finally, it seems strange to define product differentiation for 
advertisers based only on geographic coverage (one dimension) 
or news content (very indirect) 

I would expect a discussion of demographics of the readers  



Assessment of unilateral effects - I 

But does the existence of a network effect from readers to 
advertisers imply a lower increase in prices following the merger? 

In fact, it implies lower incentives (compared to one-sided market) 
for a high readers price after the merger but also before the 
merger 

To solve trade-off, following Affeldt et al. (2013), one can compute 
the gross UPP on the readers’ side as:  
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where 𝐷12
𝑅𝑅 is the diversion ratio between newspaper 1 and 2 in the 

readers’ market  

and 

𝐷12
𝑅𝐴 measures how the advertising quantity of newspaper 2 

changes in response to a drop in the number of readers of 
newspaper 1.  



Assessment of unilateral effects - II 

If p2
A − c2

A > 0, which is usually the case, then 𝐷12
𝑅𝐴 𝑝2

𝐴 − 𝑐2
𝐴 >

0 𝐚𝐧𝐝 the price increase due to the merger will be higher than in a 

one sided market (yet the post-merger price might be lower than 

in a one sided market) 

I𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐥𝐲, 𝐢𝐟 𝑝2
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𝑅 < 0, which may be the case in 

newspapers markets,  
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could be negative 

 

But once again there do not seem to have been attempts to 

measure margins or the network effect from readers to 

advertisers. 



Network effects and the efficiency defense in 
two-sided markets-I 

But is checking incentives to raise prices enough? 

In a two-sided market, even if prices increase as a result of the 
merger, consumer welfare might be higher because of the 
internalization of the (indirect) network effects 

Network effects work differently than cost efficiencies: cost 
efficiencies work through prices, network effects increase 
willingness to pay 

From an economic point of view one would wish to clear a merger 
which leads to higher concentration and higher prices but higher 
consumer welfare 

So the decision should not be based on a lessening of 
competition (at least in a traditional interpretation of the word 
competition) but on a consumer surplus (or total welfare 
standard)   

From a legal point of view this does not look at first sight easy as 
such a merger might indeed seem to lead to less competition.  

However… 



Network effects and the efficiency defense in two-
sided markets-II 

A simple way is to solve the problem is not to stop at the whether 
the price of an ad will rise or not 

but  

ask whether the price per reader would decline 

As the price per reader takes into account the network effect, this 
type of efficiency is taken into account. 

However, this amounts to assuming a restriction of the demand 
function. Although it seems justified by business practice in 
media markets, it may not apply to other two-sided markets. 

The issue is whether one could take into account the efficiency 
from the network effect more generally… 



Welfare standard - I  

• Norway has a total welfare standard 

• This is different from the EU and thus interesting 

• But the two-sided market story goes beyond 

 

• Since there are two sides of the market and two groups of 

customers, there are  

• two producers’ welfare (newspapers) 

• two consumers’ welfares (readers and advertisers) 

which are linked  

• What if the merger leads to lower readers’ prices and higher 

advertisers’ prices? 

• What if the resulting higher amount of readers is not enough to 

compensate advertisers for the higher prices? 



Welfare standard - II 

• The EU 2004 Horizontal Merger guidelines provide that: 

• “The relevant benchmark in assessing efficiency claims is that 
consumers will not be worse off as a result of the merger. For that 
purpose, efficiencies should be substantial and timely, and should, 
in principle, benefit consumers in those relevant markets where it 
is otherwise likely that competition concerns would occur.” 

• So the benefit should be in the same market where the loss is. 

• It is not possible to trade off (consumer) benefits in one market 
with a loss in another.  

• Since in a two-sided non transaction market, theory and good 
practice require that “two interrelated relevant markets” are 
defined, this would require that not the sum of consumer welfare 
(total welfare) on the two sides but consumer (total) welfare on 
each side increases 

• This is rather strict. Is it desirable? 

• But there is no reason not to sum up producers’ surpluses in the 
two markets.  

• Then, what if one has a total welfare standard as in Norway? 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 


